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essential oils with Reiki

Which came first for you: Reiki or
aromatherapy?
Aromatherapy came first because smell
has always intrigued me. When I meet
somebody or go places or pick up clothes,
the first thing I do is smell them. lt's u"fy
instinctive. when I was still living in Bratzil,
I started working for a company that sold
aromatherapy products and some of my
clients were Reiki practitioners. one of them
invited me to attend a Reiki Lever 1 course
in 1998 and she became my Reiki master.

How do you use aromatherapy in your
Reiki practice?
At first, I used pillows with herbs inside
to support achieving balance during Reiki
treatments. The brain receives srgnals and
reacts straight away when a person smells
something. These days, I prepare the
treatment room in advance by spraying a
blend of essential oils. The first thing people
say is not "hello" but "it smells so good!,,
I often use a blend of sandalwood amyris,
frankincense (which is like a hrg) and
patchouli oil (for cleansing). When these are
combined, it really comforts people.

During the pre-treatment consultation,
I offer my clients Reiki with or without
aromatherapy - most choose to have the
aromatherapy. Based on what they say, I

prepare a blend of essential oils, which I

spray around the couch and/or on my hands
before starting the Reiki treatment. All kinds
of memories come straight to them and
it really helps them to get deeper into the
treatment. I work with the emotions and
memories that these scents trigger.

what are some essential oils that you use
for specific situations?
For one of my clients who had a deep
emotional block, I had great success using
a blend of Roman chamomile, neroli and
geranium. For people who are grieving,
I often use frankincense. tf someone is
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Solange Carneiro about using
to enhance treatments

indecisive, can't forgive or needs to heal Above:
wounds within the soul, a drop of rose oil solange
on a tissue next to the crown chakra is Carneiro
subtle yet effective. Lavender is good for
soul and emotional balance, and for bringing
calmness. For people who are intolerant
or complain a lot, peppermint works well.
chamomile helps people with deep sadness
and depression.

Any advice for Reiki practitioners
interested in aromatherapy?
Aromatherapy can bring a new dimension
to a person's Reiki practice. I recommend
attending a course about aromatherapy
and emotions or reading a book such
as The Fragrant Mind by Valerie Ann
worwood, which has lots of tips and blend
suggestions. lalso think it's important
to learn about the science behind these
therapies in order to bring credibility to
our work, and because the effects of
aromatherapy can be quite strongl *
For more information about solange and
her courses on using aromatherapy with
Rei ki, visit www. I a ndofre i ki.co. u k.




